In nearly all countries in which malaria is endemic, artemisinin combination therapies (ACT) are now the recommended first-line therapy for uncomplicated Plasmodium falciparum malaria, a policy endorsed by the WHO. This change in policy followed a period of increasing failure rates with chloroquine and later sulfadoxine–pyrimethamine treatment, which arose from the development of resistant P. falciparum strains. The spread and increased levels of resistance to the generally available and affordable drugs resulted in an increase in the number of deaths caused by malaria in children under 5 years of age in sub-Saharan Africa during a period when overall childhood mortality was decreasing. This trend has now been reversed with the introduction of ACTs and other control measures, specifically the widespread use of insecticide-treated bed nets. A marked decrease in malaria burden has been observed in several Asian and African regions, where these effective control measures have been deployed actively. In addition, parenteral artesunate, an artemisinin derivative, became the treatment of choice for severe malaria in adults after it was shown to reduce mortality by 35% compared with quinine. Artemisinins extracted from the ubiquitous annual wormwood Artemisia annua have been used in traditional Chinese medicine for more than 2,000 years for the treatment of febrile illnesses. In the 1970s the chemical structure of a sesquiterpene peroxide with powerful antimalarial properties (artemisinin) was identified, and several more potent derivatives were synthesized, including artesunate, artemether and dihydroartemisinin. Artemisinin derivatives have an excellent safety profile in the treatment of malaria, a rapid onset of action and are active against the broadest range of stages in the life cycle of Plasmodium spp. compared with other antimalarials. Artemisinins also kill immature and developing gametocytes, the sexual stages that are essential for transmission, thereby reducing gametocyte carriage and infectivity.

In the blood, the dihydroartemisinin derivatives artesunate, artemether and artemotil are quickly and completely hydrolysed back to dihydroartemisinin, which has a short plasma half-life of ~ 1 hour. A once or twice a day dosing regimen with artemisinin derivatives results in a reduction of four orders of magnitude of the asexual parasite biomass per 48-hour treatment cycle. Despite this remarkable antimalarial activity, artemisinin derivative monotherapy for 7 days covering 3 cycles of the asexual life cycle of the parasite is needed to completely eliminate a biomass of 10^{12} parasites, which corresponds to a parasitaemia of ~2% in an adult. The short half-life of artemisinin derivatives minimizes the period available for the selection of resistant strains (known as the selective window). However, there is still the potential for the emergence of resistant strains when artemisinin derivatives are deployed in nearly all countries in which malaria is endemic, artemisinin combination therapies (ACT) are now the recommended first-line therapy for uncomplicated Plasmodium falciparum malaria in most malaria-endemic countries. Recently, partial artemisinin-resistant P. falciparum malaria has emerged on the Cambodia–Thailand border. Exposure of the parasite population to artemisinin monotherapies in subtherapeutic doses for over 30 years, and the availability of substandard artemisinins, have probably been the main driving force in the selection of the resistant phenotype in the region. A multifaceted containment programme has recently been launched, including early diagnosis and appropriate treatment, decreasing drug pressure, optimising vector control, targeting the mobile population, strengthening management and surveillance systems, and operational research. Mathematical modelling can be a useful tool to evaluate possible strategies for containment.
Emergence of resistant *P. falciparum* strains

The first reports of higher recrudescence rates of *P. falciparum* malaria after treatment with ACTs emerged from observational data collected in Cambodia since 2004 (REFS 21,22). It was not clear initially whether these high failure rates resulted from resistance to artemisinins, their partner drugs or unusual host or pharmacokinetic factors23,24. A study carried out in 2006 and 2007 in Battambang province, Cambodia, showed that a minority of patients with uncomplicated *P. falciparum* malaria harboured parasites with decreased *in vitro* sensitivity to artesunate and showed delayed parasite clearance times in the presence of apparently adequate plasma drug concentrations after treatment with artesunate in a dose of 4 mg per kg per day for 7 days25.

Conclusive evidence came from a recent study comparing the therapeutic responses to artesunate in patients with uncomplicated *P. falciparum* malaria in Pailin, western Cambodia, and Wang Pha, western Thailand, where artemisinin derivatives remain effective26 (FIG. 5). Clearance rates were much slower in western Cambodia and showed little heterogeneity (FIG. 4). Specifically, after artesunate monotherapy in a dose of 2 mg per kg per day for 7 days or artesunate in a dose of 4 mg per kg per day for 3 days followed by mefloquine in a dose of 25 mg per kg per day, the median parasite clearance time was 84 hours (interquartile range (IQR) = 60 to 96) in Pailin compared with 48 hours (IQR = 36 to 66) in Wang Pha (p=0.001), with similar drug concentration profiles in both sites. The difference in clearance rates was not explained by genetic polymorphisms in the *P. falciparum* genes *pfcr* (chloroquine resistance transporter gene), *pfmdr1* (multidrug resistance gene 1) or *pfserca* (a sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ ATPase) — which had been suggested previously as the targets of artemisinins — or amplification in *pfmdr1*. Heritability studies suggest that the observed artemisinin resistance phenotype of the parasites has a genetic basis and thus is expected to spread within parasite populations that live where artemisinins are deployed unless associated fitness costs of the putative resistance mutation or mutations outweigh selective benefits27. The study shows that in patients treated with artesunate, genetically identical parasite strains (defined by microsatellite typing) strongly cluster in patients with slow versus fast parasite clearance rates. To date, the molecular basis for the resistance mechanism remains unknown, although intensive molecular and phenotypical characterization is under way.

Development of resistance

Several factors may have contributed to the emergence of reduced artemisinin sensitivity in Cambodia. Cambodia was one of the first countries to adopt ACTs as first-line treatment in 2001, but unregulated artemisinin or artesunate monotherapy has been available since the mid-1970s. A recent survey showed that 78% of patients obtain their antimalarial treatment through the private sector, mostly as artesunate monotherapy28. The problem is compounded by the unavailability of the fixed dose combination of the current first-line ACT

---

**Figure 1 | Chemical structure of artemisinins.** Artemisinin is the compound that is produced by the plant *Artemisia annua*. The derivatives artemether and artesunate have better bioavailability than artemisinin and are used clinically in artemisinin combination therapy. Artemotil (also known as arteether) is infrequently used.

---

**Table 1 | Emergence of drug-resistant strains.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Failure Rate (in %)</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Artemisinin</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artemisinin</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artemisinin</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Recrudescence**

Reoccurrence of a disease after treatment. This can be caused by parasites that were not completely eliminated during the treatment.
artesunate–mefloquine. Although it has been developed as a fixed dose combination, it is currently available only as separate tablets, facilitating the continued use of artemisinin or artesunate monotherapy. Counterfeit or substandard tablets that contain less active ingredients than stated are additional sources of subtherapeutic dosing of artemisinins, which may also have contributed to the selection of resistant parasite strains. Moreover, it is possible that the different pharmacokinetic properties of artemisinins in subgroups of the population, such as pregnant women and children, have resulted in underdosing.

Why has this problem emerged in western Cambodia and not in other parts of Southeast Asia with similar conditions? We think two factors have been vital. First, there has been uniquely massive drug pressure. Second, the low malaria transmission in the area was probably essential to allow resistant parasite populations to establish themselves. In addition, it is possible that parasite factors, such as a unique P. falciparum phenotype, or host factors have played a part.

Western Cambodia has previously been a focal point for the emergence of chloroquine resistance and for sulphadoxine–pyrimethamine resistance (BOX 1). The relative affluence generated by the mining of precious stones in the area has attracted a highly mobile, susceptible population into an area where malaria is transmitted and has supported informal sales of antimalarials. Migrants working in the area are an additional concern as they could carry and spread artemisinin-resistant strains to other countries. However, 5 years after the first indications of reduced susceptibility to artemisinins, the clearly resistant P. falciparum phenotype is still confined to the Cambodia–Thailand border, although parasite clearance times after treatment with artemisinin derivatives have also, to a much lesser extent, increased on the border of Thailand and Myanmar (formerly known as Burma). It should also be noted that ACTs are still effective in western Cambodia, with cure rates usually exceeding 90%, as resistance is not complete and the parasites are still killed by artemisinins, albeit at much lower rates. It will be of utmost importance to continue monitoring the spread of the artemisinin-resistant phenotype through the region. Because a sensitive in vitro test and a molecular marker for artemisinin resistance is not currently available, clinical monitoring of the affected population is necessary.

Treatment during artemisinin failure

There is currently no group of drugs that can replace artemisinins in the way that sulphadoxine–pyrimethamine replaced chloroquine and ACTs replaced sulphadoxine–pyrimethamine. Semisynthetic artemisinins and synthetic endoperoxides have the same advantages as the artemisinin derivatives used in ACTs (that is, rapid parasite killing and broad stage specificity) and will undergo clinical testing in the near future, but it is uncertain whether these new drugs will be more effective against artesunate-resistant parasites than the currently available ones.

None of the currently licensed antimalarial drugs has a similar safety and efficacy profile to the artemisinin derivatives. The non-artemisinin-based compounds that are in the early stages of development are likely to take at least a decade until they become available for clinical use. Quinine remains useful for cerebral malaria and other forms of severe malaria, but a 7-day course is needed for the complete treatment of uncomplicated malaria. Furthermore, patients are unlikely to adhere to a full course of quinine because of its frequent adverse events, three times per day dosing and an unpalatable taste surprisingly. Not surprisingly, recrudescence is observed frequently.

One of the few remaining effective drugs without an artemisinin derivative component is the combination of atovaquone–proguanil. The use of atovaquone–proguanil has been limited to prevention and treatment in travellers, not because of a lack of efficacy or safety concerns, but because of its prohibitively high price. The lack of availability has so far minimized the drug pressure and prevented the appearance of resistance, but a single point mutation in codon 268 in the cytochrome b gene of P. falciparum confers a high level of atovaquone resistance. This rapid emergence of resistance to atovaquone despite optimal dosing suggests that the drug would have a short lifespan if it were widely used for malaria treatment.

**Figure 2** | _The life cycle of Plasmodium falciparum_. The infection in humans is initiated by the bite of a mosquito, which releases sporozoites in the bloodstream. The sporozoites infect hepatocytes and undergo many rounds of replication, ultimately releasing merozoites. These invade erythrocytes, leading to the symptoms of malaria. Infection of erythrocytes results in the formation of additional merozoites, allowing releasing merozoites. These invade erythrocytes, leading to the symptoms of malaria. Furthermore, patients are unlikely to adhere to a full course of quinine because of its frequent adverse events, three times per day dosing and an unpalatable taste surprisingly. Not surprisingly, recrudescence is observed frequently.
Treatment of artemisinin-resistant malaria will rely on optimizing the combinations of existing drugs. Four antimalarials (lumefantrine, mefloquine, amodiaquine and sulphadoxine–pyrimethamine) are widely used in the combination with artemisinin derivatives. However, amodiaquine and sulphadoxine–pyrimethamine resistance is already widespread, and although lume-
fantrine and mefloquine can still be used everywhere, resistance could be readily selected, particular if monotherapies were deployed.

Drugs that have been more recently included in ACTs include piperaquine and pyronaridine. Piperaquine was used extensively as a treatment in China, which led to the rapid selection of resistance locally; however, it has retained efficacy elsewhere and has proved to be a valuable partner drug in combination with dihydro-
artemisinin. The dihydroartemisinin–piperaquine combination still awaits pre-qualification by the WHO, but it is already widely used in Southeast Asia. Indeed, the Ministry of Health in Cambodia has recently changed its first-line treatment of uncomplicated *P. falciparum* malaria to dihydroartemisinin–piperaquine in the affected regions in western Cambodia. Pyronaridine is a newer drug that is likely to be licensed next year as a co-formulation with artemesynatate. Pyronaridine on its own is an effective and apparently safe antimalarial. As there has been minimal use of the pyronaridine components as monotherapy, the combination with artesunate holds considerable promise.

Another possibility is the simultaneous administration of three or more drugs, which is recommended and widely accepted for other diseases, including tuberculosis, multibacillary leprosy, *Helicobacter pylori* gastric ulcers and AIDS. Triple therapy, including an artemisinin derivative and two partner drugs with matching plasma terminal half-lives, has yet to be fully explored for the treatment of uncomplicated *P. falciparum* malaria. A practical difficulty in the development of triple ther-
pies is the increased potential for drug interactions and a longer time frame for approval from regulatory institutions. Adding a gametocytocidal drug to existing ACTs would be ideal to block or at least minimize the transmission and hence the spread of artemisinin-resistant malaria.

The only current gametocytocidal drugs are 8-aminoo-
quinolones, such as primaquine. Primaquine is effective against mature-stage gametocytes, but has low activity against the erythrocytic stages in the lifecycle of *P. falciparum*. When given as a 7-day course as an adjunct to an ACT, primaquine accelerates gametocyte clearance. Whether a single dose of primaquine given on the last day of a course of an ACT has a similar effect has not been well studied. Nevertheless, single dose primaquine has been widely recommended by malaria control programmes for many years (although often not actually used). Modelling suggests that primaquine, which has a short half-life of approximately 8 hours, should ideally be given as a follow-up treatment to ACT 8 days after the start of ACTs. This is because gametocytaemia tends to peak about a week after the initial acute attack. The same model also suggests that the intervention should be deployed only on top of an effective antimalarial drug combination that kills the erythrocytic stages of the parasite.

Another problem for deployment is that the safety profile of primaquine, which has not been well studied, has bedeviled the treatment of *hypnozoites*. Primaquine and 8-aminooquinolones have oxidative properties, and these cause intravascular haemolysis in individuals with glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) deficiency. G6PD deficiency is an X-linked, hereditary genetic defect that results from different mutations in *G6PD* and has many biochemical and clinical phenotypes. At least 140 mutations have been described, which differ extensively with regard to the severity of the corresponding reduction in G6PD activity. The risk–benefit assessment for the use of primaquine as a transmission blocking agent in settings in which parasite transmission is low and elimination might be possible is currently being assessed. The benefit to the community of reduced malaria transmission should be balanced with the risk to the individual patient who derives no personal direct benefit from blocking transmissibility. These safety concerns currently present a barrier for the acceptance of 8-aminooquinolones in triple therapy combinations.

**Delaying the spread of artemisinin resistance**

Several public health strategies to interrupt the spread and prevent further emergence of artemisinin resistance are under consideration, and recently a programme was launched for the containment of partial artemisinin resistance in western Cambodia and eastern Thailand. The proposed programme involves a multifaceted approach, including early diagnosis and appropriate treatment of malaria, decreasing the drug pressure, optimizing insect vector control, targeting the mobile population, strengthening disease management and surveillance systems, and operations research. The technical, operational and financial feasibility of interventions depends on the epidemiology of malaria, quality of
existing health infrastructures, skilled manpower, funding, health-seeking behaviour, free-market forces, and regulatory and ultimately political forces. Each of these parameters varies between regions. For example, interventions that are suitable for western Cambodia could be inappropriate for parts of Thailand. As the empirical testing of some strategies would be prohibitively slow and expensive, choosing the optimal approach requires reliance on observational data, expert opinion and predictive modelling.

**Increasing coverage with effective antimalarial treatment.** To ensure cure and reduce further transmission of resistant infections, it is essential that symptomatic patients are diagnosed promptly and treated effectively. Therefore, patients need to have easy access to affordable, high-quality and effective treatment. Cambodia has applied to pilot the Affordable Medicine Facility — malaria (AMfM; see AMfM website), an innovative financing mechanism that aims to lower the price of good-quality ACTs sold in the public and private sector and to not-for-profit buyers. This effort will be funded by the Global Fund for HIV, Tuberculosis and Malaria, which will pay a large proportion of a negotiated low price directly to manufacturers on behalf of the buyers. This means that buyers will only pay approximately US$0.05 for each course of an ACT. However, it will only be appropriate to subsidize a fixed-dose ACT and not the current combination of two individual pills of artemunate and mefloquine.

Efforts are being made in western Cambodia to strengthen the capacity for malaria diagnosis and treatment in public primary healthcare facilities to ensure early diagnosis and adequate treatment. Lay village malaria workers are also being trained to provide free malaria diagnosis using rapid diagnostic tests and treatment with a good-quality ACT. This will also help to encourage patients to take the full course of the treatment, thereby avoiding the selection for antimalarial drug resistance.

**Reduction of drug pressure.** A strategic priority is to reduce the drug pressure exerted on parasites. The limited and controlled use of atovaquone—proguanil is being explored, but the artemisinin-based drugs will continue to be the basis of malaria treatment. This is particularly problematic in Cambodia, where the use of artemisinin monotherapies, substandard drugs and subtherapeutic doses of treatment courses in the private sector is common. The sale of oral artemisinin derivative monotherapies in the private sector has recently been banned in Cambodia, and there are ongoing efforts to strengthen the capacity for drug quality monitoring, regulation of the private sector and law enforcement. However, this remains a challenging area, and until a cheap, effective and high quality fixed-dose ACT becomes available in sufficient quantities, the problem is likely to continue. The AMfM initiative described above could prove to be an effective mechanism to push substandard and monotherapy antimalarials out of the market. Deployment of multiple first-line therapies (MFTs) is another strategy to reduce drug pressure on the parasite pool (discussed below).

**Mass drug administrations.** One approach to eliminate resistant malaria from a limited area is to administer a complete course of effective therapy to the whole population, irrespective of disease status. Several mass drug administrations (MDAs) to control malaria have been reported over the past 75 years. However, the logistic challenges are formidable. A fraction of the population invariably refuses to participate, and adherence to multidose regimens is likely to be incomplete. To interrupt transmission a gametocytocidal drug has to be added, and to assure high coverage the therapy has to be free of side effects. Perhaps most importantly, MDAs result in a massive increase in drug pressure, which, as discussed above, should be minimized. Past MDAs have succeeded in reducing parasite prevalence and the incidence of clinical malaria but have failed to interrupt malaria transmission. Models predict that one round of MDA will not have an impact because the acceptable drug regimens fail to remove all gametocytes and cannot therefore break the transmission cycle.
Box 1 | Chloroquine resistance

Chloroquine was discovered by Andersag and co-workers in 1934 and patented in 1939 by I.G Farbenindustrie AG. Following several pitfalls and errors the drug became available for the treatment of malaria only from 1946 onwards. Chloroquine had an enormous impact on the treatment of malaria and has probably saved hundreds of millions of lives. It was hoped that chloroquine would have a pivotal role in the WHO malaria eradication programme, which begun in 1955 [REF. 62]. However, chloroquine resistance was first reported in 1957 — the first documented cases of chloroquine resistance were observed in the Cambodia–Thailand border. Independently, chloroquine resistance emerged in South America in 1959, and was reported in Africa 17 years after the first cases in Asia. However, once chloroquine-resistant Plasmodium falciparum strains had gained a foothold in Africa, they dispersed rapidly from country to country. By the early 1990s chloroquine had become useless for the treatment of P. falciparum malaria in east Africa and gradually became useless in west Africa as well over the rest of the decade. The figure part a shows the global spread of chloroquine resistance; arrows represent the routes of spread and dates indicate the year of arrival of clinically significant antimalarial drug resistance in that region.

Chloroquine resistance is caused by multiple mutations in pfcrt (chloroquine resistance transporter gene), which encodes a transmembrane protein that is present in the digestive vacuole of Plasmodium parasites. The Lys76Thr mutation in this gene confers chloroquine resistance, but only in a genetic background with several additional mutations in the same gene [64,65]. Molecular epidemiological analysis of pfcrt mutations and surrounding microsatellites have shown that the lineages from South American and Southeast Asia with the mutation in pfcrt are distinct and that the pfcrt that spread through Africa originated from Southeast Asia [66].

A recovery in chloroquine sensitivity following the halt of chloroquine use over a period of 10 years has been observed in Malawi, and this coincided with a decrease in the prevalence of the Lys76Thr mutation, suggesting a fitness disadvantage owing to the presence of the mutation in the absence of drug pressure [67,68]. As Malawi is surrounded by countries with extensive chloroquine resistance, reintroduction of chloroquine in Malawi is currently no option, as resistant parasites would probably return rapidly, imported in people from neighbouring areas.

When the utility of chloroquine decreased, sulphadoxine–pyrimethamine became an important treatment. However, high level resistance to pyrimethamine spread rapidly (see the figure, part b). Interestingly, resistance to the drug emerged in the same areas as chloroquine resistance (the Amazon basin and Southeast Asia). Artemisinin resistance has now emerged in one of these regions, Southeast Asia.

In settings such as the Cambodia–Thailand border, where parasite prevalence is low, most of the population receiving MDAs will not harbour malaria parasites. In this case it has been suggested that the population should be screened, and parasitaemic individuals should be targeted for treatment. Mass screening and treatment (MSAT) has not been empirically tested, and there are concerns that it will not be possible to detect low-density parasitaemias and achieve the coverage rates that are needed to affect transmission. However, the effect of MSAT on the spread of resistant malaria has been modelled. In combination with the successful replacement of artesunate monotherapies with ACTs for presumptive treatment, the model predicts that the absolute number of infections could be reduced by MSAT but the proportion of resistant infections may increase. Furthermore, MSAT would have to be repeated regularly for almost a decade, as terminating
MSAT campaigns early would result in resurgence of infections with an increased proportion of artemisinin resistance.

Modelling suggests that to eliminate artemisinin resistance using ACT, all *P. falciparum* malaria has to be eliminated, as the last surviving parasite strains will be the most resistant ones. It is therefore important to decrease the parasite burden in the community as low as possible and then treat the remaining artemisinin resistant strains with different drugs. However, there are only limited options to use non-ACT antimalarials for MDA or MSAT. Resistance levels to chloroquine and sulphadoxin–pyrimethamine are high and fixed in Southeast Asia. Atovaquone–proguanil could be used instead but, as discussed above, the parasites can become resistant through a single point mutation in the cytochrome b gene, which confers an up to 10,000-fold reduction in sensitivity to atovaquone

**Surveillance, active case investigation and focal control.** Instead of broad regional mass population approaches, which can be used in the end phase of an malaria elimination programme, interventions that target foci of infection are likely to be a more effective and sustainable method to reduce the parasite burden in the region. For active case investigation and focal control, a well-functioning surveillance system is essential as are dedicated and motivated teams to follow up patients and carry out local intensive malaria control measures such as screening and treating nearby households and controlling the insect vector population. Although logistically still difficult, the routine screening and treatment of populations at risk of spreading resistant malaria, such as miners, loggers and military families, is likely to be effective.

**Multiple first-line therapies.** It has been proposed that varying first-line antimalarial therapies by area or age group could be an effective strategy to treat malaria. Temporal cycling of insecticides is currently used to minimize the emergence of resistance and could also be applied to first-line therapies. In this case, a population that harbours parasites that have developed resistance to the first drug in the cycling sequence would be treated with another drug after a set amount of time, decreasing the level of the resistant parasites. An evolutionary–epidemiological model based on clinical data from eight endemic regions in sub-Saharan Africa suggests that population-wide use of MFTs using three different drugs simultaneously in a population can reduce the emergence and spread of resistance in almost all transmission settings compared with a single first-line therapy or temporal cycling policies. A population level combination of partner drugs is likely to be less effective than the application of triple therapies but it can be applied immediately and will provide some protection of the partner drugs while triple therapies are being developed and licensed. The logistical difficulties in adding and changing antimalarial policy should not be underestimated. In reality MFT is already the prevailing practice in many countries such as Cambodia, where the private sector has an important role in providing malaria treatment and where there is a range of antimalarial products. Thus, in practice it might not be necessary to promote MFT actively but instead to encourage the availability of multiple effective drugs in the private sector. Other malaria control measures. Other malaria control measures at the population level include vector control and, in the future, vaccines, although the most advanced malaria vaccine candidate is at least 5 years away from being made available to the public. In the meantime a goal of 100% coverage with long-lasting insecticide-treated nets (LLINs) is being vigorously pursued on the Cambodia–Thailand border and includes the use of insecticide-treated hammock nets for forest workers. Unfortunately, the main malaria vector species in this area, *Anopheles minimus, Anopheles maculatus* and *Anopheles dirus*, start feeding early in the evening, making the use of bed nets less effective than in sub-Saharan Africa. However, modelling work indicates that high coverage with LLINs as part of an elimination programme in the region could result in an estimated reduction in transmission of 30%, which could halve the time it takes to eliminate malaria completely. Similarly, although indoor residual spraying has been shown to be effective in southern Africa, it is likely to be much less effective in the Cambodia–Thailand border because the vectors are exophilic (that is, they have a preference for resting outdoors rather than indoors). However, they might have an effect when being used in selected regions. There is also a need to explore alternative methods of vector control, including protection for individuals through the use of insect repellents and insect repellent clothing. **Conclusions** Partial artemisinin resistance has emerged in western Cambodia that is characterized by much slower parasite clearance rates after artemisinin treatment. The resistant strains have the potential to spread to different parts of the region and to subsequently become a global threat for malaria control and treatment. There are currently no alternative drugs to replace artemisinin derivatives. Atovaquone–proguanil is too expensive to deploy on a large scale and is prone to resistance development. Treatment of resistant *P. falciparum* strains therefore has to rely on the use of ACTs containing a potent partner drug, such as piperaquine or pyronaridine, which have not yet been compromised by resistance. Affordable high-quality, fixed combination ACTs should be made universally available to completely displace the artemisinin monotherapies and substandard drugs. Triple therapy has not yet been formally evaluated but should probably be developed and assessed before its use becomes necessary because of the development of resistance to artemisinins and multiple partner drugs. The addition of an 8-aminoquinolone as a gametocytocidal drug would be important to reduce transmission, but its safety needs to be further assessed in regions with a high prevalence of G6PD deficiency, such as western Cambodia.
Containing the problem in western Cambodia requires a multifaceted approach. Mathematical models are useful tools to evaluate possible strategies, and these suggest that MFTs hold greater promise to contain the spread of artemisinin resistance than a single first-line treatment. Ultimately, regional malaria elimination seems the only way to solve the problem, as the proportion of resistant parasites will increase with continued artemisinin exposure in a shrinking parasite pool. The WHO has launched a containment programme for western Cambodia and Thailand: this includes strengthening of early diagnosis and treatment programmes, banning artemisinin mono-therapies in the private sector, increasing impregnated bed net coverage and documenting the migration of workers. Achieving effective control of malaria will crucially depend on the successful implementation of these strategies. The world cannot afford to lose artemisinin and artemisinin derivatives in the fight against malaria.

4. One of the few studies directly linking antimalarial drug resistance to an increase in mortality of African children that is due to malaria.
7. The first of several studies from a wide range of geographical areas showing the contribution ACTs to a reduction in malaria burden.
15. Meta-analysis showing the superiority of ACTs for the treatment of uncomplicated P. falciparum malaria.
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